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The set of words on a given alphabet is a well know data type which occurs in most of programming
languages. The notion of word can be generalized to the notion of hyperword, by allowing that a
word can be used as a new letter to construct new words. Hyperwords arise in various ways in
computer science: e.g., consider the list structures of LISP-like languages or the operand stack of a
PostScript interpreter [1].

This work considers the set of all computable functions on the set  
� H  of hyperwords on  

�
and

characterizes it inductively as the closure  H  of a small set of basic functions with respect to
composition and iteration.

So, class  H  joins a taxonomy of classes of computable functions over data structures like single
natural numbers, sequences (of fixed length) of natural numbers, sequences of integers and stacks of
natural numbers [2-6, 8,9] .

Hyperwords can be profitably used to construct interpreters for languages based on iteration; indeed
the syntax of  H can be easily represented by means of the hyperwords generated by a set of letters
corresponding to the basic functions of  H.

First, in this work, we define the sets of  words and hyperwords on a given alphabet and introduce
hyperword algebras.

Then, we introduce a set of basic functions on 
� H, a set of functional operators comprehending an

iteration operator and we define the class  H .

Eventually, we extend the Church Thesis concerning  
�

to the Church Thesis concerning  
� H . We

do this by using the method of anticonjugation, sketched in [7,10] and widely used e. g. in [5,6,8].
So, we have to use a coding of  

� H  into 
�

 , defined as the unique isomorphism from  the
hyperword algebra of hyperwords on 

�
 onto an hyperword algebra with  

�
  as universe. A

technical lemma concerning the computability of this coding is proved in the appendix.
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